
 

 

 

As summer approaches, we are constantly searching for new activities to 

keep our kids engaged in learning throughout the summer.  The Magic 

School Bus definitely has us covered when it comes to science!! 

The Magic School Bus™ Growing Crazy Crystals kit was a blast to use with 

our 8-year-old. The book that accompanies the kit is easy-to-read, even 

for this non-science dad. After some consideration Katie picked out 

Arnold’s crystal star experiment. The kit included a black pipe cleaner, 

some string, and a popsicle stick – we provided some baking soda, hot 

water, a bit of food coloring, and a bowl. The measurement was 

completely within her ability, and with a little bit of shared practice and 

trial we got the pipe cleaner sculpted into a star. 

One of my favorite things about the experiment set is that it comes with 

a chart so that your little scientist can track their observations over the 

course of several days as their experiment develops. With our kids 

everything is point-and-click and there is no waiting for anything. These 

experiments are fun in real-time, but the crystal growing rewards 

patience. Plus, the chart lets the kids see how the crystals develop over 

the period of a few days. Checking our experiment every day after school 

became a highlight of our afternoons! 

Magic School Bus™ is something we all remember from childhood. The 

characters are familiar and fun, the science exposure is great and it 

reinforces the natural curiosity and sense of wonder that kids seem to 

have in such great abundance. With so many experiments in the kit, you 

can keep the fun going for a long time or run several experiments all at 

once. I am excited that she was excited by the process and results. 

To keep her excitement going we are going to sign her up for one of 

the subscription kits from The Young Scientists Club . Thanks to the 

subscription service she will get new experiments to try out all through 

the year and we can keep her interest and grow her curiosity. These kits 

are all designed by Harvard scientists and kid-tested at science camp 

each summer. Check out The Young Scientists Club Facebook, follow 

them on Twitter and on Pinterest, and subscribe to their Youtube channel. 
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